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Abstract—Digital security perspectives encompass 
cybersecurity as a broad range of practices, tools and concepts 
related closely to those of information and operational 
technology security. The aim is to investigate how digital security 
may lead to cyber resilience. In this regard the goal is to give 
perspectives for digital engagement aiming at achieving cyber 
resilience in today’s information-communication environment. 
Digital risk management is a business performance issue that 
requires business leaders to make informed choices; it's not a 
technical problem buried in IT. Model-driven methodology and 
method have been used in the creation of the model scheme. 
Perspectives for digital engagement aiming to achieve cyber 
resilience in today’s information-communication environment 
are given and the novel Digital Engagement Cyber Resilience 
Model is created. The paper provides an innovative approach to 
the modeling of cyber resilience taking into account components 
of digital engagement and digital security for modeling of 
systems' resilience in digital security perspectives and 
engagement. 

Keywords—information-communication environment, digital 
security, digital engagement, cyberattack, cyber defense, cyber 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cybersecurity has been practiced in military circles for 
over a decade. In recent years, the term has appeared in a 
variety of contexts, many of which have little or no 
relationship to the original meaning of the term. Misuse of 
the term obscures the significance of the practices that make 
cybersecurity a superset of information security, operational 
technology (OT) security and IT security practices related to 
digital assets. With the understanding of the specific 
environment, cyber defense analyzes the different threats 
possible to the given environment. It then helps in devising 
and driving the strategies necessary to counter the malicious 
attacks or threats. A wide range of different activities is 
involved in cyber defense for protecting the concerned 
entity as well as for the rapid response to a threat landscape. 
These could include reducing the appeal of the environment 
to the possible attackers, understanding the critical locations 
& sensitive information, enacting preventative controls to 
ensure attacks would be expensive, attack detection 
capability and reaction and response capabilities. Cyber 
defense also carries out technical analysis to identify the 
paths and areas the attackers could target [3]. 

II. BASIC NOTIONS ON SECURITY FOR DIGITAL 
ENGAGEMENT 

A. Digital security and Digital Risk Management 

Digital risk goes by many names including digital 
security, cybersecurity, technology risk management and IT 
security. No single, consistent term or definition is globally 
applicable and accurate for every organization; however, 
each organization should pick its terms, define them and use 
them consistently.  

The convergence of IT, operational technology (OT) and 
the Internet of Things (IoT) means that the significance of a 
flaw in technology will have potentially greater implications 
in the physical world. These implications are already well-
demonstrated by recent history and can include impacts on 
human safety. Some breaches bring with them a media 
circus, whereas others open a generous pipeline of work for 
lawyers. Regulatory requirements continue to grow in 
volume and complexity. Meanwhile, the race for success in 
the competitive world accelerates as richer digital services 
and feature-heavy products are developed at faster rates. 
This is the world of the modern CIO, where individual 
executives can't do everything by themselves to safeguard 
their companies. They must be adept at ensuring that 
stakeholders are engaged, risk accountability is effectively 
allocated to digital resource owners and decisions are 
consistently based on information and consideration. The 
research highlighted here gives CIOs guidance they need to 
succeed in this complex environment. 

Definition: Digital risk management is the integrated 
management of risks associated with digital business 
components, such as cloud, mobile, social, big data, third-
party technology providers, OT and the IoT [1].  

Technology risk and how to confront it is now a 
permanent reality that operational and strategic leaders must 
fully comprehend. Technological risk is no longer simply 
the narrow concern of technical professionals. Exposure to 
risk is no longer felt only in small delays or malfunctions. 
The evolution of business into an activity defined by digital 
engagement brings technology risk closer to an 
organization's actions and decisions. Business leaders are 
forging ahead with their digital business initiatives, and 
those leaders are making technology-related risk choices 
every day, often without realizing the significance of what 
they're doing. The consequences of these choices can be 
calamitous, just as the potential of digital business 
constantly grows. The CIO becomes the central agent 
stressing the connections between business and digital risk - 
connections that should be important to technical and 
nontechnical staff, from contributor-level staff to the board. 
This is a moment for CIOs to be deliberate in their 
implementation and communication of digital risk 
management issues with all of the participants in the 
business. With staff prioritizing the organization's measured 
consideration of its business plan and environmental factors, 
the enterprise will be positioned to cover external threats, 
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economic conditions, social attitudes, political changes and 
regulatory requirements. (See Figure 1 for a depiction of 
interrelated security.) 

 

 
Figure 1. Security for Digital Engagement. 

 
CIOs can engage the entire enterprise in digital risk 
management efforts, changing perceptions of risk enable the 
organization to better operate with informed decision 
making. 

B. Cybersecurity and Cyber Defense 

Cybersecurity and cyberdefense remain ill-defined and 
inconsistently applied concepts and the policy documents 
produced remain vague on specific policy details and 
solutions. An important reason for this vagueness is a lack 
of consistent or defined nomenclature. There are a number 
of national conceptualizations and definitions published by 
state policies and strategies, conceptualizations as diverse as 
the national perspectives and priorities they reflect. While 
“cybersecurity” is a popular term in the media, policy jargon 
and civilian discourse, a number of states substitute “digital” 
for “cyber” while still referring to the same issues as their 
international partners. At one level this is to be expected. 
With the establishment of a policy-development framework 
which incorporates all interested government parties – 
military and non-military alike – a government will 
subsequently have the expertise in place to ask: what are the 
main cybersecurity risks and how does we mitigate them? A 
systemic consequence of this process, however, is that 
national priorities, path dependencies and vagaries in 
national political and strategic culture inevitably play a role 
in defining cybersecurity and cyberdefense. This lack of 
standardized nomenclature creates difficulties for analysis as 
well as contributing to the overall conceptual and 
definitional fog which continues to surround cybersecurity 
and cyberdefense [4, pp. 80-81). 

There are two further consequences of this tendency to 
build organizational structures before developing policy. 
The first is an observable trend towards centralizing 
leadership and oversight in cybersecurity and cyber defense. 
This is being carried out to reduce the fragmentation of 
responsibilities and remits and streamline both policy 
development and operational processes. The second is that, 
when centralized structures and frameworks of co-operation 
are established, oversight and leadership responsibilities for 

both cybersecurity and cyber defense tend to gravitate 
towards non-military – i.e. civilian – ministries, offices, 
agencies and bureau. For cybersecurity this makes logical 
sense given that the vast majority of malicious cyber activity 
is criminal in nature.  

However, for cyberdefense this gravitation away from 
military leadership and oversight is somewhat unexpected 
given the national security rhetoric surrounding it. Even in 
those few examples where intelligence and military agencies 
have operational oversight of cyberdefense – such as the UK 
– the agencies themselves fall under the aegis of foreign or 
interior ministries and not defense ministries. Furthermore, 

� � � � � � � � � � �� � p in this sector stems from civilian entities. 
For both cybersecurity and cyberdefense this demonstrates a 
trend towards holistic, civilian oversight of these policy 
areas, despite the strong interconnection of cyberdefense 
with national security and defense strategy [4, p. 80]. 

Due to the ever-increasing availability and variety of 
sophisticated malicious digital tools and the ease with which 
these tools can be deployed, cybersecurity is now a crucial 
element of national security.  Within this larger context, the 
concept of cyberdefense, with its implicit military 
connotation, has also gained significantly more 
prominence.  

National policies of the kind analyzed in the snapshots 
contained in this collection define these concepts very 
differently.  However, in order to conduct an effective 
examination and analysis of national policy a set of base-
line definitions is needed.   

As working definition, we understand cyberdefense to 
fall under the purview of a country's national security 
policy, and therefore is a part of its defense department or 
ministry, while nevertheless retaining a close a link to the 
overall policy efforts to improve a country's 
cybersecurity.  As such cyberdefense intersects with 
cybersecurity [4, p. 4].   

Cybersecurity policies tend to be more holistic and are 
released into the public domain, with references to ensuring 
civilian that infrastructures such as banking and personal 
computer networks are secure and resilient to cyber 
intrusions, and setting out measures designed to tackle 
online criminal activity (cybercrime).  Cyberdefense by 
contrast is more of a closed box.  This is due to its close 
relationship to secret, classified aspects of government 
policy and activity1.  As such, cyberdefense deserves 
special attention in studies of national policy such as this 
collection of analyses and is treated separately in the policy 
snapshots contained in this collection.   Since there is an 
overall impression that the risks to national security from 
cyberspace have changed both in terms of quantity (more 
incidents are occurring) and quality (these incidents are 
becoming more sophisticated), many states have re-
evaluated their previous cybersecurity efforts.  In the ten 
years to 2018 a large number of national policies and 
strategies have been published specifically addressing 
cybersecurity and cyberdefense. 

Although these policies and strategies address similar 
issues, there is significant variation in approaches given 
national priorities and conceptualizations of the issues at 
hand [4, p. 4].  Cybersecurity and cyberdefense are 
constantly shifting and evolving topics.  The technology 
used to carry out cyberattacks, and the tools required to 
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mitigate or deter those attacks, is in a constant state of 
development and innovation.  As a result, national policy 
relating to these topics also undergoes periodic shifts and 
changes, depending on national priorities [4, p. 6]. 

There are no common definitions for Cyber terms - they 
are understood to mean different things by different 
nations/organizations, despite prevalence in mainstream 
media and in national and international organizational 
statements [7]. 

However, [3] gives definition and further explanation of 
term cyberdefense as follows: Cyber defense is a computer 
network defense mechanism which includes response to 
actions and critical infrastructure protection and information 
assurance for organizations, government entities and other 
possible networks.  

Cyber defense focuses on preventing, detecting and 
providing timely responses to attacks or threats so that no 
infrastructure or information is tampered with. With the 
growth in volume as well as complexity of cyberattacks, 
cyber defense is essential for most entities in order to protect 
sensitive information as well as to safeguard assets.  

Cyber defense provides the much-needed assurance to 
run the processes and activities, free from worries about 
threats. It helps in enhancing the security strategy 
utilizations and resources in the most effective fashion. 
Cyber defense also helps in improving the effectiveness of 
the security resources and security expenses, especially in 
critical locations. 

By the recognition of the need to accelerate detection 
and response to malicious network actors, the United States 
(US) Department of Defense (DoD) has defined a new 
concept, Active Cyber Defense (ACD) as DoD's 
synchronized, real-time capability to discover, detect, 
analyze, and mitigate threats and vulnerabilities [5]. 

III. CYBERSECURITY STRATEGY AND RISK 
MANAGEMENT 

While the cost of defending cyber structures as well as 
the payoffs from successful attacks keeps rising, the cost of 
launching an attack simultaneously keeps decreasing [8]. 
The key to increasing cybersecurity is getting to lower 
levels of vulnerability. Although threat awareness is 
important, by reducing vulnerabilities, all attacks are made 
more difficult [6]. 

A. Cybersecurity Risk Management 

If there isn’t sufficient visibility of cyber security status, 
organizations won’t be able to manage cyber security risks 
and they will almost certainly suffer a breach. “Visibility of 
cyber security status” means having the complete picture, 
with measurements so that we can answer the following 
questions:  

• What are our current measured levels of cyber 
security risk across the Enterprise from the multiple 
threats that we face?  

• Are these cyber security risks tolerable? 

• If not, what is our justified and prioritized plan for 
managing these risks down to tolerable levels?  

• Who is responsible and by when?  

The ability to measure cyber security status is 
fundamental; if we can’t measure then we can’t manage. 
Security incident and event management (SIEM) and data 
analytics solutions can provide valuable indications of 
actual or potential compromise on the network but these are 
partial views, indicators of our overall risk status but not 
measurements of our risk status. 

Similarly, threat intelligence services can identify data 
losses and provide valuable indications of actual or 
impending attacks but again these are not measurements of 
our risk status. The same can be said individually about 
outputs from compliance management, vulnerability 
management, penetration testing and audits.  

Only by pulling together all of the relevant indicators 
and partial views can we develop overall risk-based 
measurement and visibility of our cyber security status [9]. 
When confidence in our cybersecurity risk measurements 
exists it is possible to respond to events and make decisions 
quickly, e. g.: 

• Be able to identify risks that we aren’t prepared to 
tolerate and have a clear and prioritized risk-based 
action plan for the control improvements necessary to 
reduce these risks to an acceptable level  

• To have a better understanding of the implications 
from threat intelligence or outputs from SIEM and 
data analytics allowing faster, better targeted 
responses  

• To develop risk-based justifications for investment in 
cyber security solutions and services.  

But with the very high level of threat and high rates of 
change in both the threat and control landscapes we need to 
be able to refresh our view of our cyber security status on an 
almost daily basis.  

Cybersecurity risk management which previously might 
have been an annual process as part of planning and 
budgeting is now a critical real-time facilitator in the battle 
against cyber breaches [9]. Cyber security breaches occur 
when people, processes, technology or other components of 
the cyber security risk management system are missing, 
inadequate or fail in some way. So we need to understand all 
of the important components and how they inter-relate.  

This doesn’t mean that risk management system needs to 
hold details of (for example) every end point and the status 
of every vulnerability on the network because there are 
other tools which will do that but the risk management 
system does need to know that all end points on the network 
have been (and are being) identified and that critical 
vulnerabilities are being addressed quickly. 

Cybersecurity success is essentially the result of an 
effective risk management process. However, this process is 
being challenged by the inherent complexity of systems, 
developed with vulnerable components and protocols, and 
the crescent sophistication of attackers, now backed by well-
resourced criminal organizations and nations. 

B. Known Knowns, Known Unknowns and Unknown 
Unknowns 

Although unknown unknowns may be unidentifiable, 
they might be presumed likely in some component of the 
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system. A likely event cannot be thought to be unknown 
unknown because it is already identified, but its 
consequence may fall into the category of unknown 
unknowns. The occurrence of an event like a natural disaster 
may be forecasted easily, but its impact is not easy to predict 
or estimate because of knock-on effects. 

Despite that project risk management acts as “forward-
looking radar,” it is not possible to identify all risks in 
advance, in part for the following reasons: [2] 

• Some risks are inherently unknowable. 

• Some risks are time-dependent. 

• Some risks are progress-dependent. 

• Some risks are response-dependent, i.e., secondary 
risks. 

A typical classification of risks is based on the level of 
knowledge about a risk event's occurrence (either known or 
unknown) and the level of knowledge about its impact 
(either known or unknown). This leads to four possibilities 
(Cleden, 2009): 

• Known–knowns (knowledge), 

• Unknown–knowns (impact is unknown but existence 
is known, i.e., untapped knowledge), 

• Known–unknowns (risks), and 

• Unknown–unknowns (unfathomable uncertainty). 

The proposed model modifies and extends these 
categories to incorporate insights from the literature. This is 
discussed in the next section, which also explains how to 
use the model to identify hidden uncertainties and shows 
how recent catastrophes can be mapped to the model. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic structure of the risk 
categorization. In this table, the model categorizes events by 
“identification” and “certainty.” 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Schematic Structure of Modified Risk Categorization. 
 

In this matrix, if the nature of an event is certain, it is 
more like a fact or knowledge. It could be what we already 
know, i.e., known known, or what we don't know yet, i.e., 
unknown known. If the nature of an event is uncertain, the 
occurrence can be uncertain, i.e., probability of occurrence 
is less than 1, and the impact can be uncertain as well. For 
example, a hurricane has two basic uncertainties. One is 
track, represented by the chance of landfall, and the other 
one is intensity, represented by wind speed or hurricane 
category. If either one of occurrence or impact is uncertain, 
that event is considered to be uncertain. Often times, people 
know the identity of an uncertain event, which means 
known unknown. Sometimes, people even don't know what 
that is, which means unknown unknown. Most natural 

disasters are uncertain events but people already know what 
they are.  

Once identified, an unknown unknown is converted to a 
known unknown and moved to the quadrant at the right top 
in this matrix. Converting unknown unknowns to known 
unknowns means reducing the number of unidentified 
uncertainties even though we don't know how many of them 
are still remaining unidentified. The more unknown 
unknowns are identified, the less chance a project will have 
to be affected by a surprise [2]. 

C. Cyber Resilience 

With this scenario of uncertainties and high volume of 
events, it is essential the ability of cyber resilience.  

Cyber resilience is the ability of a system, organization, 
mission, or business process to anticipate, withstand, 
recover from, and adapt capabilities in the face of adversary 
conditions, stresses, or attacks on the cyber resources it 
needs to function.  

Cyber resilience from an organizational perspective is 
defined as “the ability to continuously deliver the intended 
outcome despite adverse cyber events”, and this definition is 
systematically described and justified [10]. 

Starting with the 2012 World Economic Forum meeting 
in Davos, cyber resilience [10] has been not only an area of 
growing importance for individuals, businesses and 
societies, but also a concept that has gained in attention and 
usage. 

Cyber resilience refers to the ability to continuously 
deliver the intended outcome despite adverse cyber events. 
The notion of continuously, means that the ability to deliver 
the intended outcome should be working even when regular 
delivery mechanisms have failed, during a crisis and after a 
security breach. The notion also denotes the ability to 
restore the regular delivery mechanisms after such events as 
well as the ability to continuously change or modify these 
delivery mechanisms if needed in the face of changing risks. 

The intended outcome refers to that which the unit-of-
analysis (e.g. the nation, organization or IT system) is 
intended to achieve, such as the goals of a business or 
business process or the services delivered by an online 
service [10].  

IV. RESILIENCE IN INFORMATION-
COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT 

Cybersecurity is an inherently distributed problem that 
will continue to evolve at the speed of technology. 
According to the 11th Annual Global Information Security 
Survey, conducted by PriceWaterhouseCoopers and CSO 
Online [11], executives remain confident in the robustness 
of their security initiatives. In the survey, 84% of CEOs and 
82% of CIOs contend their cyber security programs are 
effective, while 78% of chief information security officers 
express full confidence in their existing cyber security 
programs. With breaches on the rise, companies should 
focus on cyber resilience, not just cyber security. The 
number of security incidents detected is rising significantly 
year-over-year – climbing from 2,989 reported in 2012 to 
3,741 in 2013. Add to that the fact that the average losses 
per incident are up 23% year-over-year, and that the number 
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of organizations reporting losses of more than $10 million 
per incident is up 75% from just two years ago [12]. 

Cyber security isn’t going far enough so Cyber 
Resilience must be taken into consideration. Once 
businesses accept that cyberattacks will be made against 
their organizations and will be successful, they can move to 
the next step: implementing a Cyber Resilience Program 
(CRP). A CRP encompasses the ideas of defense and 
prevention, but goes beyond those measures to emphasize 
response and resilience in moments of crisis [12]. 

A. Information Security, Cybersecurity and Cyber 
Resilience  

Cybersecurity is no longer enough: there is a need for  
strategy of defense, prevention and response. The idea of 
resilience, in its most basic form, is an evaluation of what 
happens before, during and after a digitally networked 
system encounters a threat. Resilience should not be taken to 
be synonymous with “recovery”. It is not event-specific: it 
accrues over the long term and should be included in overall 
business or organizational strategy.  

Resilience in context of ability of systems and 
organizations to withstand cyber events means the 
preparations that an organization has made with regard to 
threats and vulnerabilities, the defenses that have been 
developed, and the resources available for mitigating a 
security failure after it happens. Normalization is key. Cyber 
risk should be viewed just like any other risk that an 
organization must contend with in order to fulfil its goals. 
Leaders of business and government need to think about 
resilience for two reasons: first, by doing so they avoid the 
catastrophic failure threatened by an all-or-nothing approach 
to cyber risks (i.e. preventing network entry as the only 
plan), and second, it ensures that the conversation goes 
beyond information technology or information security [13]. 

The first point, that a long-term view and durability are 
key factors in ensuring cyber resilience, does not need 
further explanation. A plan that encompasses actions and 
outcomes before, during and after the emergence of a threat 
will generally be superior to a plan that only considers one 
instance in time. The second point, that leaders must 
broaden the conversation, merits more attention. It is vital to 
our economic and societal resilience that we think beyond 
information security to overall network resilience that 
ensures we can deal with existing risks and face new risks 
that will come with such things as artificial intelligence, the 
internet of things or quantum computing. In order to ensure 
long-term cyber resilience, organizations must include in 
their strategic planning the ability to iterate based on 
evolving threats from rapidly evolving disruptive 
technologies [13]. 

By promoting an overall cyber resilience approach, long-
term strategy (including which technologies a business will 
implement over the next five, 10 or more years) is a 
continual strategic conversation involving both technology 
and strategic leaders within an organization. The cyber 
resilience approach ensures greater readiness and less 
repetition – making it, on the whole, more efficient and 
more effective. Security, in contrast to resilience, can be 
seen as binary. Either something is secure or it isn’t. It is 
often relegated to a single, limited technical function, 
keeping unauthorized users out of a networked system [13]. 

While there are many broader definitions of 
cybersecurity, there is a difference between the access 
control of cybersecurity and the more strategic, long-term 
thinking cyber resilience should evoke. Additionally, since 
vulnerability in one area can compromise the entire 
network, resilience requires a conversation focused on 
systems rather than individual organizations. For networked 
technologies, vulnerability in one node can affect the 
security and resilience of the entire network. Therefore, 
resilience is best considered in the context of a public good 
or “commons”. That’s why partnerships are key. These can 
be between businesses as well as with regulators, 
prosecutors and policy-makers [13].  

Since cyber resilience is really a matter of risk 
management, there isn’t a single point at which it begins or 
ends. Instead, it comes from building strategy and working 
to ensure that the risk-transfer mechanisms that work for 
more traditional threats are also brought to bear on new 
cyber threats.  

Responsibility for cyber resilience is question of strategy 
rather than tactics. Being resilient requires those at the 
highest levels of a company, organization or government to 
recognize the importance of avoiding and mitigating risks. 
While it is everyone’s responsibility to cooperate in order to 
ensure greater cyber resilience, leaders who set the strategy 
for an organization are ultimately responsible, and have 
increasingly been held accountable for including cyber 
resilience in organizational strategy [13]. 

The real cybersecurity challenge is the unknown. Former 
US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld gave the 
explanation of this during a news briefing in 2002: “There 
are known knowns. These are the things that we know. 
There are known unknowns. That is to say, there are things 
that we know we don’t know. But there are also unknown 
unknowns. These are things we don’t know we don’t know 
[14]. 

B. Digital Engagement Cyber Resilience Model 

Combating known threats is an essential part of a 
cybersecurity strategy. It goes alongside advanced 
capabilities to anticipate, capture and – ultimately – learn 
from unknown threats. Systems have different weak spots 
and different processes (challenges) and they each manage 
risk in different ways (solutions). In other words, to each 
security challenge (evaluated as “known” or “unknown”) 
corresponding solution to that challenge exists (evaluated as 
“knowns” or “uknowns”).  

By incorporating values obtained during the system 
security assessment process into the model we get “known 
knowns” relating to information security, “known 
unknowns” relating to to cybersecurity and “unknown 
unknows” related to cyber resilience [15]. 

Example: There is a known crisis in the cybersecurity 
workforce: a massive shortfall in qualified and trained 
security professionals. There is also an unknown solution to 
this crisis. The broad and growing scope of the challenge 
requires a corresponding broadening of skill sets that are 
both known and unknown [12]. 

Finally, Resilience Model structure and content is 
presented (Figure 3), consisting of information security 
(Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability - CIA triad 
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threats and responses to them i.e - known knowns), 
cybersecurity (non-CIA complex threats, Advanced 
Persistent Threats - APTs and corresponding responses to 
them  i.e known unknowns) and cyber resilience 
(unforeseeable and unpredictable threats and responses to 
them – unknown unknowns), the most dangerous new 
malware attacks,  targeted rather than random, often crafted 
for a specific attack.  In IT security industry known as Zero 
Day Attacks (Exploits). 

 

 
Figure 3. Digital Engagement Cyber Resilience Model. 

There are opportunities around those cybersecurity 
solutions that can take the fear factor out of unknown 
quantities, and make them “known“. But there continue to 
be significant opportunities around those protection 
measures that apply the universe of known cyber threat 
knowledge, to keep the system continuously secure [15]. 

In order to cope with the growing challenges, which 
today are manifested as unknown unknowns, systems tend 
to enable personnel and adjust existing and develop new 
processes, organization and technology. Technologies are 
being developed which, unlike traditional approaches, have 
the ability to protect system from serious threats by learning 
what is “normal“ for the organization and its people and 
thereby spotting emerging anomalies. Unlike, the traditional 
rules and signature based approach, the technology can spot 
threats that could harm organisation and network that the 
traditional approaches are unable to detect. It can deal with 
uncertainty and delivers adaptive protection for 
organisations from both insider threats and advanced 
cyberattacks. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The life cycles of modern-day information-
communication systems, from the process of planning, 
introduction and usage to their withdrawal from use are very 
short, which often makes their systematic testing impossible 
and is most commonly applied as an exception, in expressly 
prescribed cases.  

Awareness, resilience and response are at the heart of 
EU action to counter hybrid threats. EU is improving the 
capacity to detect and understand malicious activities at an 
early stage. At the same time, the EU enhances the 
resilience of critical infrastructure, societies and institutions. 

This is fundamental to improving the ability to withstand 
and recover from attacks [16]. The cyber defence helps in 
improving the effectiveness of security resources and 
security expenses, especially in critical locations [17]. 

Modern environment are deeply imbued with 
communication and information technology. People are 
nowadays connected using various technologies for the 
transmission of text, image and sound, including the 
increasing Internet of Things (IoT) trend. Deviations in the 
proper operation of these interconnected systems or their 
parts are no longer merely technical difficulties; they pose a 
danger with a global security impact. Modern societies 
counter them with a range of activities and measures 
collectively called cybersecurity. 

In our paper digital security perspectives and 
engagement for achieving cyber resilience in today’s 
conditions of digital security risks are examined. Within the 
context of cyber resilience the novel Digital Engagement 
Model for Cyber Resilience in information-communication 
environment is presented. 

Further investigations of ours are directed towards 
finding and enabling efficient and effective processes for 
agile (adaptable, aware, flexible and productive) cyber 
resilience of the security information system able to cope 
with unforeseeable and unpredictable events (unknown 
unknowns) in inner and outer environment of the system as 
a whole. Key roles related to that goal have people (actors) 
and their performance at all levels of system’s hierarchy 
(digital security combined with people-centric security). 
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